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TORSION ARM SUSPENSION HALF AXLE SETS

PART NO CAPACITY PER PAIR A B C D E MOUNT HOLE DIAMETER

TE7TA1000 1000kg 350mm 140mm 220mm 115mm 230mm 12mm

TE7TA1500 1500kg 420mm 140mm 220mm 115mm 230mm 12mm

TE7TA2000 2000kg 470mm 160mm 235mm 115mm 230mm 12mm

CM’s new design of rubber torsion arm suspensions 

are packed full of features and the new splined 

trailing arms make ride height simple and easy to 

adjust. A fi rst for New Zealand.

Their design makes them ideal for use in a variety 

of applications, particularly where a low deck height 

is required such as caravans, car transporters, 

horse fl oats, boat trailers and domestic trailers. As 

a suspension system they are easy to install as they 

are completely self contained.    

,

a suspension system they are easy to install as they 

are completely self contained.    

TRAILING ARM  
Removable & adjustable trailing arm

ADJUSTABLE  
Sliding inner bracket

RIDE HEIGHT  
Ride height can 

be simply adjusted BRAKE 
MOUNTING 
BRACKETS
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FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS: 

 ■ Galvanised body, zinc plated 

inner and trailing arm

 ■ Available in 1000kg, 1500kg & 2000kg sets 

 ■ Splined Trailing Arm, which allows for 6˚ 

incremental ride height adjustments

 ■ Removable Trailing Arm means replacement can be 

made easily without frame damage

 ■ A combination of inner and outer alignment bushings 

maintains superior wheel camber and toe in

 ■ Floating inner bracket for variable mounting 

positions

 ■ Manufacturers recommendations are a derating of 

10% on tandem axles and 15% for triple axles

 ■ PLEASE NOTE: All brake & hub sets sold separately

ALIGNMENT 
BUSHINGS

Options of braked or 
plain hub sets available 
but sold separately. 
PLEASE CALL FOR ALL 
PRICING ENQUIRIES.

The combination of 

inner and outer 

alignment 

bushings delivers 

a plush ride and 

holds superior 

wheel camber 

and toe-in


